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Soulstream #1
Discussion Guide
Pre-Reading
Discussion

Anticipation
Questions
• Based on the

cover, what do
you think this
story is about?

• What are some

typical traits of
superheroes?

Reading a Comic or Graphic Novel

Self Reflection

How are comics read differently than novels? How much
information do you get about the story through the artwork?
As you read through Soulstream, pay attention to the
following three things:
• If you could have
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SHAPES

PANEL LAYOUTS

COLOR

How do the shapes in
the character designs
help to communicate
personality traits?

Panel layouts frame the
story, but also help to
move it along. How are
they used in this story?

Color can in uence the
mood of the story.
What colors are used to
convey emotions?
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any superpower,
what would it be?
Why?

• What personality

traits do you have
that would make
you a good
superhero?

2021

Decoding the Words
Abbreviations & Vocabulary
There are a few abbreviations in the story:
Indie = short for independently made
RPG = short for role playing game
Other words or concepts you may not have heard
before (in the order in which they appear)
include: ancient, temple, aloft, overdramatic,
wormhole, portal, goddess, energy signatures,
alternate, dimension, mage, malevolent, seized, usurped, throne, accomplice, corrupt, recognition,
unjust, hail, reasoning, stern, wield, recruit, mana, colonel. It may surprise you to know that often
there is more varied vocabulary in comics than in regular novels! How do you think the context clues
of having pictures helps you to decode the text? Rather than looking the words up if you don’t know
them, first try to figure out what they mean based on context clues.

The Concept of “Self-Talk”
On page 16, what are all of the words surrounding Marie, and where are they coming from? Do you
ever have words playing inside your head? This isn’t uncommon and it even has a name. It’s called
“self-talk” and it can have a big impact on your ability to handle a stressful situation. Some people
can even “hear” the voice inside their head. Sometimes it can sound like the voice of someone who
has been critical of you in the past, and sometimes it can sound like your own voice. What pulls
Marie out of her panicked state and back to the present moment? How do you think negative selftalk can impact your mood and self-esteem? Do you believe that you have the power to change your
own self-talk? (SPOILER: You definitely do!)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Saida Woolf began creating Soulstream when she was fteen years
old. It took her two years to complete the graphic novel, which
contains ve issues. Woolf’s motivation in writing the story was that
for many years, she had dif culty nding comics that she enjoyed
reading. She wanted to write something that more people could
relate to. One thing she wanted to deliver to an all-ages audience
was the idea that a superhero could be sensitive, and still be strong.
You can learn more about Saida Woolf by checking out her website:
saidawoolf.com, and following her on social media: @saidawoolf &
@soulstreamcomic. She loves receiving fan mail & fan art of all kinds!
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